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Abstract

Twelve blue oak plant communities at the subspecies level of classification are

described for California. Community analysis was based on 1000 Vegetation Type
Map plots containing information on species composition, number of trees by species

and diameter class, and environmental variables including elevation, slope, aspect,

and parent material. Community structure is related to environmental variables in

order to understand the possible responses of blue oak communities to natural and
human-caused disturbance.

Blue oak (Quercus douglasii Hook. & Arn.) (QUDO) woodlands
occupy approximately 1.2 million hectares of California (Bolsinger

1 988). They are the most extensive hardwood rangeland types, found
both in the Coast Range and Sierra Nevada, as well as occupying

a fairly well defined ring around the Central Valley (Griffin and
Critchfield 1972). The woodlands range from 100 to 1200 meters

in elevation and from northern Los Angeles County to the head of
the Sacramento Valley in Shasta County (Munz 1973; Griffin and
Critchfield 1972). Prominent in the foothill woodlands of the state,

blue oak communities form a transitional zone between the valley

grassland and the higher elevation mixed coniferous forest.

Blue oaks have become the focus of many recent studies because

of the increasing awareness of the loss of blue oak habitat from land

conversion and fuel wood harvesting (Ewing et al. 1988), and the

lack of regeneration on many sites (Muick and Bartolome 1987).

Bolsinger (1 988) estimates that 75 percent of the blue oak woodlands
resource is in private ownership, 14 percent in the National Forest

Systems, and the remaining in other state, county, and miscellaneous

federal ownerships.

Existing systems for describing and classifying hardwood range-

lands are too general for planning and development of site-specific

management practices (Allen et al. 1989). Existing systems also can-

not provide accurate enough classification of ecological types to

generalize experimental results.

Allen et al. (1989) developed an ecologically based classification

system for oak woodlands in California. Seven series, based on tree

dominants, and 57 subseries were identified. The subseries level of

classification was developed from all species present, rather than

dominants only. The classification term "association" was not used
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because all grass species were lumped into one category, thus sub-

series better reflects the level of detail in classification hierarchy.

The system provides researchers, land managers, landowners, and
the general public with a better description of the state's oak wood-
land resource, and unlike previous systems is based on actual plot

data. Blue oak woodlands were one of seven oak woodland series

identified in the Allen et al. (1989) report.

This paper describes blue oak subseries in California. It relates

community structure to environmental variables, and suggests sub-

series appropriate for studying succession and/or management prac-

tices in blue oak woodlands. The subseries descriptions should be

particularly useful for linking research to management.

Methods

The classification system for California hardwood rangelands was
based on 4300 plots surveyed in the 1 920's and 1 930's by the USDA
Forest Service Pacific Southwest Station Vegetation Type Mapping
(VTM) project (Allen et al. 1989). The data used to classify blue oak
in that study were obtained from 794 VTMplots where cover of

understory tree, shrub, and herbaceous species, diameter at breast

height (DBH) of tree species, and environmental factors such as

elevation, slope, aspect, and soil characteristics were recorded.

In this study, 1000 VTMblue oak plots, not originally used in

the hardwood classification of Allen et al. (1989), were arrayed using

TWINSPAN, Two-Way Indicator Species Analysis (Hill 1979), to

determine if groups similar to the Allen et al. groups emerged. Mul-
tiple TWINSPANruns were conducted using different combinations
of 200 to 499 plots because the program could not simultaneously

run all the plots.

The 1 2 blue oak subseries were plotted on the map of California

by county and quad. Subseries that occurred in both the Sierra

Nevada and Coast Range were analyzed separately using one way
analysis of variance (Norusis 1986) to compare regional differences

in elevation, dominant tree species basal area, dominant species

cover, and stand density within the subseries. Subseries which oc-

cupied a wide latitudinal range were also analyzed for within group
differences.

Coefficients of similarity, using Jaccard's index (Mueller-Dombois
and Ellenberg 1974), were calculated for the 12 blue oak subseries.

The formula used was: ISj = C/(A + B - C), where 'C is the number
of shared species, 'A' is the total number of species in subseries A,
and 'B' is the total number of species found in subseries B. Based
on degree of similarity, one-way analysis of variance (Norusis 1986)
was used to compare mean elevation, species cover, and tree basal

area between closely related subseries.
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QUDO-QULO/GR QUDO-QUAG/GR QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GR

QUDO-PISA2/
CECU2-CEBE2

QUDO/HALI QUDO-QUWI/GR

Fig. 1 . Distribution of blue oak subseries in California. Dots represent the general

distribution of each subseries within the state. QUDO= Quercus douglasii, QUWI
= Quercus wislizenii, QUAG= Quercus agrifolia, QULO= Quercus lobata, PISA2

Stand density tables were constructed for each subseries, and com-
parisons of total mean number of trees and mean number by di-

ameter class for related subseries were conducted using one-way
analysis of variance. Within subseries, differences in stand structure

were also examined for the three geographically extant types. Only
blue oak, interior live oak (Quercus wislizenii A. DC.) (QUWI),
valley oak (Q. lobata Nee) (QULO), coast live oak (Q. agrifolia Nee)
(QUAG), and foothill pine (Pinus sabiniana Dougl.) (PISA2) were

used in comparisons of stand density because of the lack of constancy

of any of the other tree species that may occur in a type.

Results

Seventy-seven species occurring in blue oak woodlands were iden-

tified in the VTMdata set. Since all grass species (GR) were lumped
into one category during the original survey, the subseries descrip-

tions do not reflect the diversity of herbaceous species within the
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QUDO-PISA2/GR QUDO-UQUDO/GR QUDO/GR

= Pinus sabiniana, UQUDO= understory Quercus douglasii, ARVI3 = Arctostaphy-

losviscida, HALI = Haplopappus linearifolius, CECU2= Ceanothus cuneatus, CEBE2
= Cercocarpus betuloides, GR= grass.

blue oak woodland. TWINSPANanalyses resulted in the identifi-

cation of blue oak subseries similar to those defined in Allen et al.

(1989). Satisfied with the repetitious emergence of the same sub-

series, we used the original plot data from Allen et al. to describe

and compare the subseries (Fig. 1).

Blue oak/ grass (QUDO/GR). This subseries occurs throughout the

entire range of blue oak distribution, in the coastal and Sierran

foothills, on gentle to moderate slopes. Mean elevation is 395 m.
QUDO/GRis the most widespread of the blue oak subseries. It is

characterized by its savanna-like appearance with sparse to mod-
erately dense overstory of blue oak and a continuous grass under-

story. Basal area of blue oak averages 1 1 m2 /ha.

Blue oak-understory blue oak/ grass (QUDO-UQUDO/GR). This

subseries is similar in range and species composition to the QUDO/
GR subseries. It occurs on gentle slopes with similar mean basal
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area for blue oak (1 1 m2 /ha). Mean elevation is 453 m. This subseries

however, has a large number of small blue oak trees (< 10 cm dbh)
and can be considered woodland rather than savanna-like in nature.

Grass is the dominant understory vegetation.

Blue oak-foothill pine/grass (QUDO-PISA2/GR). This subseries

is also widespread, occurring throughout the state. Mean elevation

is 533 m. Soils tend to be gravelly. The overstory is primarily blue

oak and foothill pine with small and medium-sized trees of both
species. Mean basal areas for blue oak and foothill pine are 8 m2

/

ha and 6 m2 /ha, respectively. The understory is largely grass, al-

though a sparse shrub cover can also be present.

Blue oak-valley oak/ grass (QUDO-QULO/GR). This is largely a

coastal subseries, occurring from Marin to Monterey counties on
sandy to clay loams. Mean elevation is 450 m. The overstory is

dominated by blue oak and valley oak trees of all sizes. Mean basal

area for blue oak and valley oak are 7 m2/ha and 4 m2 /ha, respec-

tively. The understory contains little to no shrub element and is

typically a continuous cover of grass.

Blue oak-coast live oak/ grass (QUDO-QUAG/GR). This subseries

also occurs throughout the coastal foothills. Mean elevation is 321

m. QUDO-QUAG/GRis recognized by its dominant oak species.

Mean basal area for blue oak and coast live oak are 9 m2/ha and 3

m2 /ha, respectively. There are few shrubs in the understory. Grass

is the primary understory averaging 83 percent cover.

Blue oak-valley oak-coast live oak/grass (QUDO-QULO-QUAG/
GR). This subseries also occurs along the coastal areas of the state.

It is recognized by its dense overstory of mixed oak species with

grass as the dominant understory. Total basal area for this subseries

is significantly greater than the other coastal associates. Mean basal

area for the individual species; blue oal, valley oak and coast live

oak are 11,14 and 5 m2 /ha, respectively.

Blue oak/narrowleaf goldenbush ((Haplopappus linearifolius)

(HALI)) (QUDO/HALI). This subseries is generally restricted to the

central and southern coastal foothills from Alameda to Santa Bar-

bara counties. Mean elevation is 697 m. The overstory is blue oak

and foothill pine, with California juniper ((Juniperus calif ornicd)

(JUCA3)) and small blue oaks occurring as tree understory. Nar-

rowleaf goldenbush is present as an understory shrub averaging 22

percent cover. Grass is present as the dominant ground cover.

Blue oak-foothill pine/ buck brush ((Ceanothus cuneatus) ( CECU2))-
mountain mahogany ((Cercocarpus betuloides) (CEBE2)) (QUDO-
PISA2/CECU2-CEBE2). This subseries is primarily a coastal sub-

series although it may have a central Sierran component. Although
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it is similar in overstory structure to the QUDO-PISA2/GR sub-

series it occurs at higher elevations (mean elevation is 770 m).

Understory trees typically present include small blue oaks and Cal-

ifornia juniper. The shrub cover is dense and diverse, with buck
brush and mountain mahogany both averaging 10 percent cover.

Other commonshrub associates are narrowleaf goldenbush, redberry

((Rhamnus croced) (RHCR)) and California buckwheat ((Eriogonum

fasciculatum) (ERFA)). The grass understory is less than in previous

subseries and averages 59 percent cover.

Blue oak/ buck brush/ grass (QUDO/CECU2/GR). This is a Sierra

Nevada subseries occurring from Butte to Fresno counties. Mean
elevation is 534 m. The overstory is typically mixed with blue oak,

foothill pine and interior live oak as dominants. Average basal area

for these overstory trees are 5 m2 /ha, 4 m2 /ha, and 3 rnVha, re-

spectively. There are also smaller trees (< 10 cm dbh) including blue

oak, interior live oak, and foothill pine present. The shrub understory

is predominantly buck brush (mean percent cover is 20 percent).

Other shrub associates are redberry, poison oak ((Rhus diver siloba)

(RHDI)) and whiteleaf manzanita ((Arctostaphylos viscida) (ARVI3)).

The grass understory averages 50 percent cover.

Blue oak-interior live oak/grass (QUDO-QUWI/GR). This sub-

series is also a Sierran associate. Mean elevation is 457 m. The
overstory is blue oak, interior live oak, and foothill pine with mean
basal areas of 5 m2 /ha, 4 m2/ha and 2 m2 /ha, respectively. There is

a sparse understory shrub component of buck brush, poison oak,

and others. Grass is also present and averages 75 percent cover.

Blue oak-foothill pine /whiteleaf manzanita/ grass (QUDO-PISA2/
ARVI3/GR). This subseries is found in the Sierran foothills from
Nevada to Calaveras counties. Mean elevation is 423 m. The over-

story is blue oak and foothill pine with interior live oak occurring

on some sites. Whiteleaf manzanita is the dominant understory

shrub. Mean cover of whiteleaf manzanita is 2 1 percent. Buck brush
and commonmanzanita ((Arctostaphylos manzanita) (ARMA3)) and
poison oak are shrub associates on some sites. Grasses occupy about
50 percent of the understory cover.

Interior live oak-blue oak-foothill pine (QUWI-QUDO-PISA2).
This subseries is a Sierran associate. Mean elevation is 467 m. The
overstory is mixed oak and pine, containing a significantly higher
number of trees per hectare than the other Sierran associates. Mean
basal area of the three dominant trees, interior live oak, blue oak
and foothill pine are 9 m2 /ha, 7 m2/ha and 7 m2 /ha, respectively.

There are few shrubs in the understory. Grass cover averages 61
percent.

Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of the 12 blue oak
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Table 1. Mean elevation (m) Within Subseries Occupying Different Geo-
graphic Regions. Different letters designate significant differences (p < 0.05) in mean
elevation. QUDO= Quercus douglasii, PISA2 = Pinus sabiniana, UQUDO= under-

story Quercus douglasii, GR= grass.

Coast Range Sierra Nevada
F

value
P

value

QUDO-PISA2/GR
QUDO-UQUDO/GR

601

529
462
314

7.9

15.9

0.006

0.000

North South

Coast Coast

South

Sierra Central

Nevada Valley

F
value

P
value

QUDO/GR 207 c * 439 b 269 c 780 a 29.7 0.000

subseries. QUDO-PISA2/GR, QUDO/GR,and QUDO-UQUDO/
GRrange widely in distribution, while other subseries such as QUDO-
QULO/GR, QUDO-QUAG/GR,and QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GR
are relatively narrow in geographic distribution occurring in the

central Coast Range. (Names of the subseries use the national stan-

dard coding system for species (Powell 1987), and are based on the

dominant species in each vegetation layer).

No significant differences in tree basal area, aspect, slope or species

occurred between geographic regions within a type, except for the

south coast variant of the QUDO/GRsubseries, which has signifi-

cantly more (p < 0.05) basal area of blue oak (12 m2 /ha, 52 ft
2

/

acre). However, significant regional differences occurred in elevation

within each of the 3 subseries that occur widely throughout the range

of blue oak (Table 1 ). Coastal variants averaged higher elevation

than their Sierran counterparts within a subseries, and the coastal

variant of QUDO-PISA2/GR also tended to have more total shrub

cover and less grass than its Sierra variant.

The similarity of floras between blue oak subseries is displayed

in Table 2. The Jaccard coefficient of similarity was based on pres-

ence/absence of a species within a subseries. Results show that some
subseries, such as QUDO/HALI, are distinct from any other blue

oak subseries. On the other hand, some subseries appear to be very

closely related to other types. For example QUDO-PISA2/CECU2-
CEBE2and QUDO-PISA2/GR (ISj = 0.58), and QUDO/CECU2/
GRand QUDO-QUWI/GR(ISj = 0.58) are closely related. QUDO-
QUWI/GRis also closely related to QUDO-PISA2/ARVI3/GR (ISj

= 0.48).

Table 3 provides concise descriptions of the 1 2 blue oak subseries

and their relation to each other. Subseries that are closely related

floristically often vary considerably in productivity or location. Oth-
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Table 2. Jaccard Coefficients Measuring Similarities of Floras in 12 Blue
Oak Subseries in California. Not all comparisons are given. Similarity coefficients

are based on mean presence of species for the group. Calculations do not take into

account differences in sample sizes for the different groups (see Table 4 for sample

sizes), and include all species listed for the type regardless of constancy. Comparison
of QUDO/GRand QUDO-UQUDO/GRis most affected by the large sample size

difference; if all species are used in the calculations ISj = 0.33, if species present in

>15% of the plots representing the type are used, ISj = 0.66. QUDO= Quercus

douglasii, QUWI= Quercus wislizenii, QUAG= Quercus agrifolia, QULO= Quercus

lobata, PISA2 = Pinus sabiniana, UQUDO= understory Quercus douglasii, ARVI3
= Arctostaphylos viscida, HALI = Haplopappus linearifolius, CECU2= Ceanothus

cuneatus, CEBE2 = Cercocarpus betuloides, GR= grass.

Shared

Subseries comparisons Total species species ISj

QUDO-QUAG/GRwith

QUDO-QULO/GR 17 6 0.35

QUDO-QUAG/GRwith

QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GR 17 6 0.35

QUDO-QULO/GRwith

QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GR 18 8 0.44

QUDO/HALI with

QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GR 23 5 0.22

QUDO-PISA2/CECU2-CEBE2
with QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GR 36 9 0.25

QUDO-PISA2/CECU2-CEBE2
with QUDO/HALI 35 12 0.34

QUDO-PISA2/CECU2-CEBE2
with QUDO-PISA2/GR 40 23 0.58

QUDO-PISA2/GR with

QUDO/CECU2/GR 46 21 0.46

QUDO-PISA2/GR with

QUDO-QUWI/GR 44 19 0.43

QUDO-QUWI/GRwith

QUDO/CECU2/GR 43 25 0.58

QUDO-QUWI/GRwith

QUWI-QUDO-PISA2 42 20 0.45

QUDO-QUWI/GRwith

QUDO-PISA2/ARVI3/GR 40 19 0.48

QUWI-QUDO-PISA2 with

QUDO/CECU2/GR 47 21 0.45

er subseries may be related successionally, or by management prac-

tices such as the suppression of fire, and are distinguished from each
other by the combination of tree and shrub species on the site.

Stand density characteristics are displayed in Table 4. QUWI-
QUDO-PISA2 is significantly more dense, with an average of 380
trees per ha (TPH) (154 trees per acre (TPA)), than any other blue
oak type. However, the QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GRsubseries also

contains significantly more trees (249 TPH, 101 TPA) than any of
the other blue oak types except for QUWI-QUDO-PISA2, and it
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1

Table 4. Comparison of Blue Oak Subseries by Mean Number of Trees by

Diameter Class. TPH = trees per hectare, (TPA) = trees per acre, T = less than 1

TPA, * indicates significant differences (p > 0.01) from all other values in the column.

Tree species used in calculations include QUDO,QUWI, QULOand PISA2 because

of high constancies. QUDO= Quercus douglasii, QUWI= Quercus wislizenii, QUAG
= Quercus agrifolia, QULO= Quercus lobata, PISA2 = Pinus sabiniana, UQUDO
= understory Quercus douglasii, ARVI3 = Arctostaphylos viscida, HALI = Haplo-

pappus linearifolius, CECU2= Ceanothus cuneatus, CEBE2= Cercocarpus betuloides,

GR= grass.

10-29 30-59 60-89 89 +
Mean total cm dbh cm dbh cm dbh cm dbh

TPH TPH TPH TPH TPH
(TPA) (TPA) (TPA) (TPA) (TPA)

QUDO-QUAG/GR 212(86) 180 (73) 27(11) 5(2) 0

QUDO-QULO/GR 143 (58) 99 (40) 37(15) 5(2) T
QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GR 249 (101) 153 (62) 79 (32)* 15(6)* 2(1)*

QUDO/GR 173 (70) 133 (54) 35(14) 5(2) T
QUDO-UQUDO/GR 183 (74) 151 (61) 27(11) 5(2) 0

QUDO-PISA2/GR 200 (81) 143 (58) 49 (20) 5(2) T
QUDO/CECU2/GR 188 (76) 153 (62) 35(14) 2(1) 0

QUDO-QUWI/GR 198 (80) 173 (70) 22 (9) T T
QUWI-QUDO-PISA2 380(154)* 314(127)* 59 (24) 10(4) 0

QUDO-PISA2/CECU2-CEBE2 141 (57) 106 (43) 32(13) 5(2) T
QUDO-PISA2/ARVI3/GR 151 (61) 1 1 1 (45) 30(12) 10(4) T
QUDO/HALI 101 (41) 69 (28) 27(11) 5(2) 0

contains significantly more large diameter class trees than any of the

other blue oak types. The QUDO/HALI type is the least dense
containing an average of 101 TPH (41 TPA) (Table 4).

Discussion

Previous statewide classification efforts provide broad series level

descriptions of oak woodlands. Griffin (1977) described oak com-
munities based on dominant tree species, and provided valuable
general information on four regional blue oak types: a Great Basin
transition type which includes California juniper (Juniperus calif or-

nica), a Coast Range type, a Sierra Nevada type representing a ho-
mogeneous strip of blue oak east of the Central Valley, and a Central
Valley savanna type with blue oak and a grass understory.

Bolsinger (1988) described only two general blue oak types: blue
oak with the presence of shrubs and generally one or more other
species of tree, and pure blue oak and grass. He suggested that blue
oak woodlands with shrubs were usually higher elevation sites, or
moister, lower elevation sites. Bolsinger (1988) suggested that pure
blue oak, with a grass understory, occupied the lower elevation, arid
end of the moisture range of blue oak in California.

Unlike these general systems, this classification provides detailed
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information on the diversity of blue oak communities such that

managers can generalize experimental results to similar sites. Anal-
ysis of 1000 blue oak plots not previously used in Allen et al. (1989)
supports the idea that the subseries, as described, are repeatable,

recognizable units on the ground.

Four of the 12 blue oak subseries have substantial cover (>5 and
<20 percent) and high constancy (>80 percent) of shrub species,

although five additional subseries contain some shrub species. The
four subseries include QUDO/CECU2/GR,QUDO-PISA2/CECU2-
CEBE2, and QUDO/HALI the highest elevation subseries in the

blue oak woodland (Table 3), and QUDO-PISA2/ARVI3/GR char-

acterized by the presence of whiteleaf manzanita which occupies

sites at elevations higher than the pure blue oak types. These four

blue oak subseries also contain foothill pine and/or other tree species.

On the driest sites, QUDO/GRand QUDO-UQUDO/GRcontain

only grass species in the understory. The QUDO-UQUDO/GRsub-

series is unique because of the high constancy of blue oak less than

10 cm dbh. Both blue oak/grass types occupy similar sites in the

Sierra Nevada and Coast Range (Table 3), yet further research will

have to explain the occurrence of small diameter blue oak trees on
particular sites.

Analysis of similarity coefficients suggest potential successional or

management caused relationships between subseries. For example,

we suggest that the QUDO/CECU2/GRsubseries is closely related

to a number of other subseries (Tables 2 and 3). It occurs in the

Sierra Nevada, with blue oak, interior live oak, and foothill pine in

moderately dense stands (Table 4), though up to five other tree

species may rarely occur in the type depending on the site. QUDO/
CECU2/GRmay be an early serai stage of QUWI-QUDO-PISA2
which has significantly more (p < 0.05) basal area of the dominant
trees (Table 3), and less cover and constancy of buck brush. QUWI-
QUDO-PISA2 is the densest of any of the blue oak subseries, con-

taining an average of 380 TPH (154 TPA) (Table 4). This relation-

ship is consistent with the expectation that buck brush would drop
out of older stands, and that older stands would have more basal

area and possibly higher densities of large trees. Other environmental

characteristics between the two subseries are very similar.

QUDO/CECU2/GRis also closely related to QUDO-QUWI/GR,
and distinguished from it by containing a significantly (p < 0.05)

greater basal area of foothill pine and a higher cover of buck brush.

These differences may be related to fire frequency and/or intensity

since buck brush is a prolific sprouter after fire (Sampson and Jes-

person 1 963) and foothill pine cones are adapted to fire. Again, other

environmental characteristics between the two subseries are very

similar (Table 3), which supports the suggestion that disturbance
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Table 5. Tabular Arrangement of Subseries and Species Occurring with

Greater than 1 5 Percent Constancy. Arrangement of species and subseries in-

dicates similarity between blue oak subseries and reflects geographic distribution of

those types occurring in both the Sierra Nevada and Coast Range, the Sierra Nevada,

or the Coast Range respectively.

Vegcode Commonname
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QUDO Blue oak 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

UQUDO Understory blue oak 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

PISA-2 Foothill pine 1 1 1 1 1

CECU-2 Wedgeleaf ceanothus 1 1 1 1

RHCR Redberry 1 1

LOSU-3 Southern honeysuckle 1

RHDI Poison-oak 1 1 1

QUWI Interior live oak 1 1

UQUWI Understory interior oak
ARVI-3 Whiteleaf manzanita 1 1

ARMA-3 Commonmanzanita 1

HEAR-2 Toyon, Christmas berry

UAECA-2 Understory California buckeye 1

RICA-1 Hillside gooseberry

QULO Valley oak 1 1 1

QUAG Coast live oak 1 1

ARCA-7 Coast sagebrush 1

UJUCA-3 Understory juniper 1

ERFA California buckwheat 1

HALI Narrowleaf goldenbush 1

ARGL-5 Bigberry manzanita
CEBE-2 Birchleaf mountain-mahogany
ADFA Chamise

(fire) may be the major variable affecting whether the subseries is

identified as QUDO/CECU2/GRor QUDO-QUWI/GR.
Two other closely related subseries are QUDO-PISA2/GR and

QUDO-PISA2/CECU2-CEBE2 (Table 2). In the Coast Range,

QUDO-PISA2/CECU2-CEBE2occurs at a significantly higher (p <
0.05) elevation on north to northeast aspects, and contains a higher

shrub component, probably reflecting moister conditions than
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QUDO-PISA2/GR. Although the QUDO-PISA2/GR subseries is

the more dense of the two (Table 4), the differences are not statis-

tically significant.

Wesuggest that QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GRmay be a late serai

subseries in the Coast Range blue oak woodland containing coast

live oak and/or valley oak. The three coastal subseries are only

distinguished from each other based on oak species dominance.
QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GRcontains significantly more basal area

(Table 3) and is significantly denser than QUDO-QULO/GRor

QUDO-QUAG/GR(Table 4). It also has significantly more large

diameter class trees than any of the other blue oak subseries (Table

4), though as McClaran and Bartolome (1990) found, age and di-

ameter are only weakly correlated in blue oak.

Table 5 displays all species that occur in one or more subseries

at greater than 1 5 percent constancy. Species and subseries are ar-

ranged in the table to qualitatively show species similarity among
subseries. This complements the Jaccard's coefficients, and visually

displays the pattern in species among subseries.

Several general relationships can be noted among blue oak sub-

series. For example, there are no significant differences in total mean
trees per hectare or mean trees per hectare by diameter class within

subseries that occur in both the Sierra and Coast Range. However,
coastal variants tend to occur at higher elevations, have denser stands

and more large trees (Tables 1 and 4). In general, blue oak woodland
subseries do not have large diameter class (89+ cm) trees (Table 4).

In fact, trees of the five studied species are rare in the 60-89 cm
DBHclass, which supports studies completed by Bolsinger (1988)

and Standiford and Howitt (1988). Similarly, mean basal area of the

dominant trees for 10 of the 12 subseries is about 12 m2 /ha (50 ft
2
/

acre), while only QUDO-QULO-QUAG/GRand QUWI-QUDO-
PISA2 have more than 23 m2 /ha (100 ftVacre) on average.

Wesuggest that subseries descriptions presented in this paper are

the appropriate level of detail for linking research in blue oak wood-
lands to management practices. As research continues, relationships

among subseries will be further sorted and capabilities for predicting

type response to management inputs will improve.
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